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Abstract
Cosine similarity is widely used to measure
the similarity between two embeddings, while
interpretations based on angle and correlation
coefficient are common. In this study, we focus
on the interpretable axes of embeddings trans-
formed by Independent Component Analysis
(ICA), and propose a novel interpretation of co-
sine similarity as the sum of semantic similari-
ties over axes. To investigate this, we first show
experimentally that unnormalized embeddings
contain norm-derived artifacts. We then demon-
strate that normalized ICA-transformed embed-
dings exhibit sparsity, with a few large values
in each axis and across embeddings, thereby en-
hancing interpretability by delineating clear se-
mantic contributions. Finally, to validate our in-
terpretation, we perform retrieval experiments
using ideal embeddings with and without spe-
cific semantic components.

1 Introduction

Cosine similarity is widely used to measure the
similarity between two embeddings (Bojanowski
et al., 2017; Reimers and Gurevych, 2019; Sitikhu
et al., 2019) and can be computed efficiently (Li
and Han, 2013; Xia et al., 2015; Gao et al., 2021).
For word embeddings, the norm represents the im-
portance of the word and the direction represents
the meaning of the word (Yokoi et al., 2020; Oyama
et al., 2023). Therefore, cosine similarity, which
is the inner product of the normalized embeddings,
makes sense as word similarity. Studies dealing
with cosine tend to focus on the angle (Deng et al.,
2019; Li and Li, 2023) or interpret it as a correla-
tion coefficient (van Dongen and Enright, 2012).

Unlike existing studies, our research introduces
a novel interpretation of cosine similarity, fo-
cusing on embeddings transformed by Indepen-
dent Component Analysis (ICA) (Hyvärinen and
Oja, 2000), which aims to maximize the inde-
pendence of components. To implement the ICA
transformation, FastICA (Hyvärinen, 1999), which
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Figure 1: Heatmaps of 300-dimensional GloVe embed-
dings transformed by (left) Independent Component
Analysis (ICA) and (right) Principal Component Analy-
sis (PCA), with embeddings normalized to unit length
following the transformations. We select five specific
axes (50th, 100th, etc.) and display the top five words
by component values for each axis. For the normalized
ICA-transformed embeddings, the maximum compo-
nent values on the axes are substantial, highlighting
significant features, while the remaining values are typ-
ically small, resulting in a sparse representation. Con-
versely, for the normalized PCA-transformed embed-
dings, even the maximum values are not large, making
it difficult to interpret the meanings of the axes.

is derived from Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) (Hotelling, 1933), is widely used. ICA-
transformed embeddings are known to have in-
terpretable axes (Mareček et al., 2020; Musil and
Mareček, 2022; Yamagiwa et al., 2023). Specifi-
cally, Yamagiwa et al. (2023) determined the mean-
ings of the axes by examining the top words with
the highest component values in the normalized
ICA-transformed embeddings. Figure 1 shows
heatmaps of the normalized embeddings after ICA
and PCA transformations. These axes of the
ICA-transformed embeddings can be interpreted
as [france], [payments], [guns], [canada], and
[decimals], whereas those of the PCA-transformed
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(a) Normalized ICA-transformed embeddings of ultraviolet and light and their component-wise products.
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(b) Normalized PCA-transformed embeddings of ultraviolet and light and their component-wise products.

Figure 2: For the (a) ICA and (b) PCA transformations, bar graphs are displayed for each, plotting the component
values of the normalized GloVe embeddings: (left) ultraviolet, (middle) light, and (right) their component-wise
products. The axes with the top five component values in the ultraviolet embedding are highlighted, and these same
axes are consistently colored across the other two plots. The sum of the component-wise products corresponds to
the cosine similarity value of 0.485 for both transformations. See Table 2 in Appendix B for the top words of the
axes. The component [spectrum] of the normalized ICA-transformed embeddings is much more emphasized in the
component-wise products than in the components, because their standard deviations are 1/d and 1/

√
d, respectively.

See Appendix B for more descriptions and Appendix C for details of the distribution theory.

embeddings remain uninterpretable. Hereafter, the
meaning of an axis will be denoted as [decimals]
and a word is denoted as paris, with their indices
denoted as ℓ[decimals] and iparis, respectively.

The inner product of normalized embeddings
represents the cosine similarity. Figure 2 displays
the normalized embeddings transformed by ICA
and PCA for ultraviolet and light, along with their
component-wise products, shown in a bar graph.
The sum of the component-wise products forms the
inner product, yielding an identical cosine similar-
ity value of 0.485 for both transformations. This
equivalence arises because the ICA embeddings are
obtained by rotating the PCA embeddings. How-
ever, a closer examination of the component-wise
products shows distinct differences: In the ICA-
transformed embeddings, both ultraviolet and light
exhibit a large component value in [spectrum], re-
sulting in a significant product value and sparse val-
ues elsewhere. Conversely, the PCA-transformed
embeddings do not have any axes with large compo-
nent values, resulting in a uniformly dense vector.
These differences illustrate that, while the over-
all cosine similarity is the same, the underlying
structural contributions to this similarity vary sig-
nificantly between the two transformations.

Based on these observations, we define the se-
mantic similarity of the ℓ-th axis for words wi

and wj as the component-wise product of the nor-
malized ICA-transformed embeddings, denoted as
semℓ(wi, wj). For example, in Fig. 2,

semℓ[spectrum](ultraviolet, light) = 0.296.

Thus, the cosine similarity can be interpreted as the
sum of the semantic similarities across all axes:

cos(wi, wj) =
d∑

ℓ=1

semℓ(wi, wj), (1)

which represents the “additive compositionality” of
semantic similarities, decomposing overall similar-
ity into the component-wise similarities.

In this study, we aim to explore the interpreta-
tion of the cosine similarity presented in (1). First,
we explain the PCA and ICA transformations for
embeddings. Next, we consider the need for nor-
malization and demonstrate in Fig. 3 that unnor-
malized embeddings contain norm-derived artifacts.
We then compare ICA and PCA, showing in Fig. 4
that for normalized ICA-transformed embeddings,
a few large component values tend to be present in
each axis and across embeddings. Finally, we give
an explanation of (1) and, based on this interpre-
tation, perform experiments on ideal embeddings
and downstream tasks.
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(a) Before Normalization (b) After Normalization

Figure 3: Scatterplots for the 150th axis of the ICA-
transformed embeddings, (a) before and (b) after nor-
malization, showing the ranks of component values
within the axis and within each embedding, colored
by the norms. The larger the norm of an embedding, the
more it is plotted in the foreground. See Appendix A
for other axes and the PCA-transformed embeddings.

(a) Each Axis (b) Each Embedding

Figure 4: Comparison of component values of normal-
ized embeddings following ICA and PCA transforma-
tions. The component values are sorted in descending
order for (a) each axis and (b) each embedding, and their
averages are plotted. The range of ±1σ is shown, where
σ is the standard deviation of the component values.

2 Related work

2.1 Cosine similarity
Cosine similarity is commonly used to measure
the similarity between two embeddings, such as
word (Mikolov et al., 2013b,c; Pennington et al.,
2014), token (Zhang et al., 2020; Bommasani et al.,
2020), and sentence embeddings (Reimers and
Gurevych, 2019; Gao et al., 2021). Cross-lingual
alignment methods based on cosine similarity have
also been proposed (Xing et al., 2015; Alvarez-
Melis and Jaakkola, 2018; Lample et al., 2018).

There are studies that question the effectiveness
of cosine similarity. For example, Schnabel et al.
(2015) showed that word frequency can affect co-
sine similarity. Steck et al. (2024) used linear mod-
els to show cases where cosine similarity fails.

2.2 Interpretability of embeddings
Research on the interpretability of embeddings has
used various methods, including non-negative ma-
trix factorization (Murphy et al., 2012), sparse cod-
ing (Faruqui et al., 2015), methods for learning
interpretable embeddings (Luo et al., 2015; Sun

et al., 2016), rotation of embeddings (Park et al.,
2017), Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) (Shin
et al., 2018), autoencoders (Subramanian et al.,
2018; Huben et al., 2024), and PCA (Musil, 2019).

There has also been a lot of research on applying
ICA to embeddings. For example, Chagnaa et al.
(2007) showed that the features of similar verbs
have a large same independent component through
bar graphs. The axes of the ICA-transformed em-
beddings are known to be interpretable (Mareček
et al., 2020; Musil and Mareček, 2022). More-
over, such axes are also observed in embeddings for
other languages, dynamic models, and images (Ya-
magiwa et al., 2023). Yamagiwa et al. (2024) max-
imized the semantic continuity of the axes by find-
ing their optimal order.

To invert the meaning of a word, Ishibashi et al.
(2020) mirrored the embedding by a hyerplane,
while in Section 7.4 we invert the meaning by sim-
ply removing the component from a particular axis.

2.3 Norm of word embedding

Studies have shown that the norm of word embed-
dings contains information about the word. For
example, tokens with less information tend to have
smaller norms (Schakel and Wilson, 2015; Pagliar-
dini et al., 2018; Arefyev et al., 2018; Kobayashi
et al., 2020) and BERT embeddings show a neg-
ative correlation between word frequency and
norm (Liang et al., 2021). Oyama et al. (2023)
showed that the squared norm of an embedding can
approximate the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence,
and Kurita et al. (2023) found a correlation be-
tween KL and Integrated Gradients (Sundararajan
et al., 2017) in contrastive-based sentence encoders.
Yokoi et al. (2020) proposed norm-proportional
weights for optimal transport. Nagata et al. (2023)
considered the norm of the mean vector of normal-
ized embeddings as the degree of semantic breadth.

3 Background

In this section, we explain PCA and ICA transfor-
mations for embeddings based on Yamagiwa et al.
(2023). Let X ∈ Rn×d be pre-trained embeddings
with vocabulary size n and dimension d. We as-
sume that X is centered, i.e., the mean of each
column is zero.

3.1 PCA-transformed embeddings

PCA, typically implemented using algorithms such
as SVD, transforms the embeddings so that their
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components align with the directions of maximum
variance. The PCA-transformed embeddings Z ∈
Rn×d of X are given by the transformation matrix
A ∈ Rd×d as

Z = XA. (2)

The columns of Z are called principal components
(PC), and the matrix Z is whitened; i.e., the vari-
ance of each column is 1 and the columns are un-
correlated with each other. Whitening generally
improves the quality of the embeddings (Su et al.,
2021; Sasaki et al., 2023).

3.2 ICA-transformed embeddings

ICA transforms the embeddings so that their com-
ponents are as independent as possible. The ICA-
transformed embeddings S ∈ Rd×d of X are given
by the transformation matrix B ∈ Rd×d as

S = XB. (3)

The columns of S are called independent compo-
nents (IC).

In particular, FastICA (Hyvärinen, 1999) uses Z
in (2) to compute S as follows:

S = ZRica, (4)

where Rica ∈ Rd×d is an orthogonal matrix
that maximizes the statistical independence of the
columns of S. Similar to Z, the matrix S is also
whitened.

In this study, following Yamagiwa et al. (2024),
we use 300-dimensional GloVe (Pennington et al.,
2014) with n = 400,000 and run FastICA from
scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) as the ICA
transformation for the embeddings, setting itera-
tions to 10,000 and tolerance to 10−10 as the hyper-
parameters for the transformation. Similar to Ya-
magiwa et al. (2023), we flip the signs of the axes
in S if necessary to ensure positive skewness, and
sort the axes in descending order of their skewness.

4 Normalization of embeddings

As seen in Fig. 1, while the meanings of the axes
of the ICA-transformed embeddings can be inter-
preted from the top words, the ranks of the compo-
nent values within each axis can change before and
after normalization. Thus, we compare the ranks
of the values within each axis and within each em-
bedding, both before and after normalization.

Figure 3 shows the ranks for the 150th axis. Be-
fore normalization, as shown in Fig. 3a, embed-
dings with higher ranks within the axis tend to have
lower ranks within each embedding as their norms
increase. After normalization, as shown in Fig. 3b,
the norm-derived artifacts observed in Fig. 3a dis-
appear. These results are consistent with existing
research (Yokoi et al., 2020; Oyama et al., 2023),
suggesting that the direction of a word embedding,
independent of the norm, represents the meaning
of the word. Similar results are observed in other
axes, the PCA-transformed embeddings, and other
embeddings, as discussed in Appendix A.

5 Comparison of ICA and PCA

As seen in (4), the ICA-transformed embed-
dings are orthogonal transformations of the PCA-
transformed embeddings; however, the component
values of these embeddings can differ significantly.
This also applies to their normalized embeddings,
so we compare the component values of these nor-
malized embeddings.

Figure 4a shows a plot of the component values
for each axis, sorted in descending order and aver-
aged. The values for ICA are larger than those for
PCA up to about the 10,000th axis. This indicates
that an axis of the normalized ICA-transformed
embeddings contains a greater number of compo-
nents with larger values than that of the normalized
PCA-transformed embeddings. Figure 4b shows
a plot of the component values for each embed-
ding, sorted in descending order and averaged. The
values for ICA are larger than those for PCA up
to about the 10th axis. This indicates that in a
normalized ICA-transformed embedding, there are
several axes with larger component values than in
a normalized PCA-transformed embedding.

These results suggest that in normalized ICA-
transformed embeddings, large component values
tend to be present in each axis and embedding.

6 Interpretation

6.1 Normalized ICA-transformed embeddings
The ICA-transformed embedding of a word wi,
denoted by si ∈ Rd, is normalized to ŝi ∈ Rd:

ŝi := si/∥si∥ = (ŝ
(1)
i , . . . , ŝ

(ℓ)
i , . . . , ŝ

(d)
i ). (5)

Based on Sections 4 and 5, ŝ(ℓ)i can be interpreted
as the semantic component of the word wi on the
ℓ-th axis. For example, as shown in Fig. 2a, the
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Figure 5: Cosine similarity interpretation. For the normalized ICA-transformed embedding of ultraviolet, the
meanings of the axes of the top five components are [chemistry], [biology], [space], [spectrum], and [virology]. For
the top words on these axes, see Table 2 in Appendix B. The cosine similarities are calculated between ultraviolet
and the top words on these axes: salts, proteins, spacecraft, light, and virus, respectively. The inner products (i.e.,
cosine similarities) of their normalized ICA-transformed embeddings are computed, and the semantic similarities
of these five axes are displayed. For example, the semantic similarity of the [space] axis between ultraviolet and
spacecraft is 0.155, which is more than half of the cosine similarity of 0.260. The value of [space] in the distribution
of semantic similarity is much more emphasized than the value of cos(ultraviolet, spacecraft) in the distribution
of cosine similarity because their standard deviations are 1/d and 1/

√
d, respectively. See Appendix B for more

descriptions and Appendix C for details of the distribution theory.

normalized ICA-transformed embedding of ultravi-
olet has large semantic components of [chemistry],
[biology], [space], [spectrum], and [virology].

6.2 Cosine similarity
Cosine similarity is widely used to measure the
similarity between words. The cosine similarity
between words wi and wj can be expressed as the
inner product of their normalized ICA-transformed
embeddings ŝi and ŝj :

cos(wi, wj) = ŝ⊤i ŝj =
d∑

ℓ=1

ŝ
(ℓ)
i ŝ

(ℓ)
j . (6)

As seen in Section 6.1, ŝ(ℓ)i can be interpreted as the
semantic component of a word wi on the ℓ-th axis.
Therefore, the semantic similarity for words wi and
wj on the ℓ-th axis, semℓ(wi, wj), is defined as:

semℓ(wi, wj) := ŝ
(ℓ)
i ŝ

(ℓ)
j . (7)

Using (7), the expression for the cosine similarity
in (6) can be rewritten as in (1). Thus, the cosine
similarity can be interpreted as the sum of the se-
mantic similarities over all axes.

Note that the cosine similarity between two em-
beddings is the same for the ICA-transformed em-
beddings and the PCA-transformed embeddings,

while it differs from the original cosine similar-
ity before these transformations. As seen in (4),
since S is Z multiplied by the orthogonal ma-
trix Rica, ẑi = Ricaŝi, where ẑi is the normal-
ized PCA-transformed embedding of wi. Then
ẑ⊤i ẑj = ŝ⊤i ŝj = cos(wi, wj).

Fig. 2 shows bar graphs for the normalized ICA-
transformed and PCA-transformed embeddings of
ultraviolet and light and their component-wise
products. The sum of the component-wise prod-
ucts is equal to the cosine similarity value (0.485)
for both transformations. In the normalized ICA-
transformed embeddings, the semantic components
of [spectrum] are large (0.535 for ultraviolet and
0.554 for light), and the semantic similarity is
semℓ[spectrum](ultraviolet, light) = 0.296. Other se-
mantic similarities are close to zero. However, in
the normalized PCA-transformed embeddings, al-
though no axis has a component-wise product as
large as in the normalized ICA-transformed em-
beddings, the sum of the component-wise products
is still equal to the cosine similarity. Therefore,
the component-wise products are not close to zero
compared to ICA, resulting in a dense vector.

Fig. 5 shows the cosine similarity calculations
for ultraviolet with salts, proteins, spacecraft, light,
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Figure 6: Bar graphs of the normalized ICA-transformed embeddings for shore_0, shore_1, and shore_2. The ten
axes whose component values are large for these shore are interpreted and colored. While shore_0 is a verb, shore_1
and shore_2 are nouns. For the top words of the axes and the sentences containing each shore, see Appendix D.
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Figure 7: Performance comparison of ICA and PCA
when reducing non-zero normalized component-wise
products and then computing cosine similarity. Each
value represents the average of 8 word similarity tasks
or 30 analogy tasks. See Appendix G for more details.

and virus, and semantic similarities for the axes of
[chemistry], [biology], [space], [spectrum], and
[virology]. The cosine similarity values, which
is the sum of the all semantic similarities, can be
interpreted from these semantic similarity values.

7 Experiments

7.1 Other embeddings
While we have used the static embedding GloVe
to illustrate our interpretation, the use of dynamic
embeddings is common in recent large-scale lan-
guage models. Therefore, we use a simple example
to show that ICA transformations are also useful
for dynamic embeddings. Yamagiwa et al. (2023)
observed that the noun shore has a large compo-
nent value of [sea], while that of the verb shore is
small. We then use their embeddings to examine
the semantic components across all axes.

Figure 6 shows the normalized ICA-transformed
embeddings of these three shore as bar graphs. For
the embeddings of shore_1 and shore_2, the seman-
tic components of [sea] and [location] are large.
For the embedding of shore_0, these are small, but
those of [cotrol] and [causative verbs] are large.
These results explain the large and small relations
in the cosine similarity: cos(shore_1, shore_2) =
0.299, while cos(shore_0, shore_1) = 0.054 and
cos(shore_0, shore_2) = 0.128. Appendix E
shows the ICA transformation in other languages.

7.2 Sparsity of normalized component-wise
products for ICA and PCA

We investigate whether the sparsity of component-
wise products observed in Fig. 2 also holds for
other words. To do this, we perform word similar-
ity and analogy tasks, comparing ICA-transformed
and PCA-transformed embeddings. We assess the
performance degradation when component-wise
products are replaced by zero in ascending order
until only p non-zero products remain. Similar
to Yamagiwa et al. (2024), we use the Word Em-
bedding Benchmark (Jastrzebski et al., 2017)1.

Figure 7 shows the results for several dimen-
sions. In both tasks, the ICA-transformed em-
beddings outperform the PCA-transformed embed-
dings, even when the number of non-zero products
is small. The difference in performance between
the tasks can be attributed to the fact that in the
word similarity task, cosine similarities are com-
puted directly from the word embeddings, whereas
in the analogy task, embeddings are added and sub-
tracted before cosine similarities are computed.

7.3 Ideal embeddings with some components
7.3.1 Setting
We define ideal embeddings with specific seman-
tic components and examine words whose nor-
malized ICA-transformed embeddings are close
to these ideal embeddings. The ideal embedding
q̂ = (q̂(ℓ))dℓ=1 ∈ Rd with the semantic components
at indices ℓ1, . . . , ℓm is defined as follows2:

q̂(ℓ) :=

{
1/
√
m if ℓ = ℓ1, . . . , ℓm

0 otherwise,
(8)

where ∥q̂∥ = 1. Note that searching using an ideal
embedding with only one semantic component is
the same as examining the top words of the axis

1https://github.com/kudkudak/
word-embeddings-benchmarks

2This study consider only uniform weights for simplicity.
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Figure 8: Search results for seven ideal embeddings containing only the semantic components of [food], [animals],
and [plants]. For each embedding, the top 10 words and their cosine similarities are displayed. The search is
performed sequentially from top to bottom for each combination of semantic components. Each word has its rank
and is assigned a color corresponding to the combination of semantic components where it first appears.

of the normalized ICA-transformed embeddings.
Using the ideal embedding q̂, we search for the top
k words by the inner product, i.e., cosine similarity:

argmax
i∈JnK

k q̂
⊤ŝi, (9)

where JnK := {1, . . . , n}.

7.3.2 Specific examples
As an example, searches using ideal embeddings
with the semantic components of [food], [animals],
and [plants] yield insightful results. Figure 8 shows
these results. The results for one semantic compo-
nent show that the meanings of the selected axes
represent [food], [animals], and [plants]. For the
combinations of two semantic components, top
words include chicken, meat, and fish for [food]
& [animals]; vegetables, tomato, and potatoes for
[food] & [plants]; and species, insects, and wild for
[animals] & [plants]. In addition, for [food] & [an-
imals] & [plants], top words include words such as
mushrooms, fruits, and figs, which are plant-based
food favored by animals. As the number of seman-
tic components increases, the ambiguity increases,
resulting in lower cosine similarity values.

These results are consistent with an existing
study showing that the axes of ICA-transformed
embeddings have additive compositional properties
and good sparsity (Yamagiwa et al., 2023). More-
over, from our perspective, this suggests that word
similarity can be well measured by the sum of only
a few semantic similarities.

7.4 Ablation of a semantic component
7.4.1 Setting
By setting the ℓ∗-th semantic component to zero,
we define the ideal embedding for the normalized
ICA-transformed embedding of the i∗-th word as

ŝi∗⊖ℓ∗ := (ŝ
(1)
i∗

, . . . , ŝ
(ℓ∗−1)
i∗

, 0, ŝ
(ℓ∗+1)
i∗

. . . , ŝ
(d)
i∗

).

(10)

Since ∥ŝi∗∥ = 1, it follows that ∥ŝi∗⊖ℓ∗∥ ≤ 1. For
ŝi∗ and ŝi∗⊖ℓ∗ , based on (6), we search for the top
k words by their inner products as follows:

argmax
i∈JnK\{i∗}

k ŝi∗
⊤ŝi, argmax

i∈JnK\{i∗}
k ŝi∗⊖ℓ∗

⊤ŝi. (11)

Note that the original i∗-th word is excluded from
the candidates.

7.4.2 Specific examples
As an example, consider the ablation of a seman-
tic component in the normalized ICA-transformed
embedding of woman. We focused on one of the
axes with large component values in the embed-
ding, where the top 5 words were her, wife, mother,
daughter, and actress. So we interpret the meaning
of this axis as [female]. We then set the semantic
component of [female] in the embedding to zero
and define an ideal embedding. We call the cor-
responding ideal word for this ideal embedding
woman⊖[female].

Based on (11), we first searched for the top
10 words of woman, and then Table 1 shows
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wi M F ŝiwoman
⊤ ŝi ŝiwoman⊖ℓ[female]

⊤ ŝi

girl ✓ 0.691 0.595 (↓ 0.096)
man ✓ 0.679 0.720 (↑ 0.041)
mother ✓ 0.632 0.467 (↓ 0.165)
person ✓ ✓ 0.579 0.576 (↓ 0.003)
female ✓ 0.575 0.518 (↓ 0.057)
she ✓ 0.568 0.422 (↓ 0.146)
herself ✓ 0.567 0.429 (↓ 0.138)
wife ✓ 0.553 0.392 (↓ 0.161)
women ✓ 0.544 0.468 (↓ 0.076)
daughter ✓ 0.535 0.382 (↓ 0.153)

Table 1: For the top 10 words of woman, their inner
product values with both woman and woman⊖[female]
are shown. Check marks indicate whether words are
masculine (M) or feminine (F). The differences between
the results for woman and woman⊖[female] are indi-
cated with ↑ for increases and ↓ for decreases.
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Figure 9: Scatterplots of component values of nor-
malized ICA-transformed embeddings for (a) the pair
woman and girl and (b) the pair woman and man. The
semantic component of [female] is marked with ■ and
others with •. Figure 21 in Appendix F shows bar graphs
for each embedding.

their inner product values with both woman
and woman⊖[female]. Words such as mother,
wife, and daughter, which have high inner prod-
uct values with woman, have lower values with
woman⊖[female]. Conversely, man has higher val-
ues with woman⊖[female] than with woman.

Focusing on girl and man as the top words,
Fig. 9 shows scatterplots of the normalized ICA-
transformed embeddings for woman and girl, and
woman and man. For the semantic component of
[female], both the embeddings of woman and girl
have positive values, while the embedding of man
has negative values. In addition, other semantic
components are roughly correlated in both pairs.

7.4.3 Consideration of top word changes
We examine the changes in the top words before
and after eliminating the semantic component of
[female]. Figure 10 shows a scatterplot of the inner
product with woman⊖[female] and the semantic
component of [female] for every word. Words in
the upper right are close to woman, while those
with higher values on the horizontal axis are closer

Figure 10: Scatterplot of ŝiwoman⊖ℓ[female]
⊤ŝi and ŝ

(ℓ[female])
i

for each i ∈ JnK. The position of woman is marked
with ⋆. Words that appear in the top 10 for both woman
and woman⊖[female] are marked with ♦, those that
appear in the top 10 for woman only with ▲, those that
appear in the top 10 for woman⊖[female] only with ▼,
and others with •. The value of ŝiwoman

⊤ŝi, which rep-
resents the cosine similarity cos (woman, wi) between
woman and the word wi, is plotted as contours. The
contour for the 10th closest word daughter to woman
is shown as a dash-dotted line. For the 10th closest
word women to woman⊖[female], their inner product
ŝiwoman⊖ℓ[female]

⊤ŝiwomen is shown as a dashed line.

to woman⊖[female]. The transition from dash-
dotted to dashed lines indicates that the ablation for
[female] replaces the top words for woman such
as mother, she, herself, wife, and daughter with
the top words for woman⊖[female] such as boy,
someone, teenager, men, and victim. These results
show that setting one semantic similarity to zero
can significantly alter the cosine similarity in (1).

8 Discussion and conclusion

In Section 7.2, we examined the sparsity of the
component-wise products of the normalized ICA-
transformed embeddings. Based on this, in Sec-
tions 7.3 and 7.4, we defined the ideal embeddings
with and without specific semantic components.
We then searched for close words by the inner prod-
ucts in (6), i.e., cosine similarity, and found that
the results were significantly influenced by specific
semantic components. This supports our interpre-
tation of cosine similarity as seen in (1).

In summary, we proposed and experimentally
validated a new interpretation of cosine similarity.
Specifically, we focused on the semantic interpre-
tation of the axes of ICA-transformed embeddings
and showed that cosine similarity can be interpreted
as the sum of semantic similarities over all axes.
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Limitations

• This study explains the interpretation of co-
sine similarity using centered and whitened
embeddings. These embeddings are different
from the original embeddings.

• The meanings of the axes of the ICA-
transformed embeddings are manually inter-
preted based on their top words after normal-
ization. In addition, it is not always possible
to interpret the meaning of an axis from its
top words. Note that the top words used to
interpret the meanings of the axes in this study
can all be found in the Appendix sections.

• We need to pay attention to the signs of the
axes of the ICA-transformed embeddings. In
this study, following Yamagiwa et al. (2023),
we ensure that all axes have positive skewness
by flipping their signs when necessary. We
then assume that larger component values are
more representative of the meanings of the
axes. However, we do not assume that nega-
tive component values, whose absolute values
are large, represent the opposite meanings of
the axes. Therefore, we set ŝ(ℓ∗)i∗

to 0 instead

of −ŝ
(ℓ∗)
i∗

in (10).

• The examples using specific words in Sec-
tion 7 may have a selection bias. To mitigate
this concern, we conducted the experiments to
investigate sparsity of normalized component-
wise products through the downstream tasks
in Section 7.2.

• To explain our interpretation of cosine simi-
larity, we mainly use the GloVe3 embeddings
for which cosine similarity works well. Al-
though cosine similarity may not be effective
for all embeddings (Steck et al., 2024), this
study does not cover which specific types of
embeddings are suitable for cosine similarity.
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A Additional experiments on
normalization of embedding

A.1 Rank comparison of component values
In Section 4, for the 150th axis of the ICA-
transformed embeddings, Fig. 3 shows the ranks
within the axis and within each embedding be-
fore and after normalization. This section extends
similar experiments to other axes and to the PA-
transformed embeddings.

For the 100th and 200th axes of the ICA-
transformed embeddings, Fig. 12 shows the ranks
within the axis and within each embedding before
and after normalization. Similar to Fig. 3, norm-
derived artifacts are present before normalization
and disappear after normalization.

Experiments were also performed on the PCA-
transformed embeddings, and Fig. 13 shows the
results. Since the norm represents the importance
of the word and the direction represents the mean-
ing of the word (Yokoi et al., 2020; Oyama et al.,
2023), the results are similar to those of the ICA-
transformed embeddings.

A.2 BERT
Experiments similar to those described in Ap-
pendix A.1 and Section 5 are performed using the
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(a) Before Normalization (b) After Normalization

Figure 12: Scatterplots for the 100th and 200th axes of
the ICA-transformed GloVe embeddings, (a) before and
(b) after normalization, showing ranks within the axis
and within each embedding, colored by the norms of
the embeddings.

(a) Before Normalization (b) After Normalization

Figure 13: Scatterplots for the 100th and 200th axes
of the PCA-transformed GloVe embeddings, (a) before
and (b) after normalization, showing ranks within the
axis and within each embedding, colored by the norms
of the embeddings.

BERT embeddings. Similar to Fig. 6, we used the
embeddings published by Yamagiwa et al. (2023)
as the ICA-transformed and PCA-transformed
BERT embeddings.

A.2.1 Rank comparison of component values
Using the BERT embeddings, for the 100th and
200th axes of the ICA-transformed and PCA-
transformed embeddings, Figs. 14 and 15 show
the ranks within the axis and within each embed-

(a) Before Normalization (b) After Normalization

Figure 14: Scatterplots for the 100th and 200th axes of
the ICA-transformed BERT embeddings, (a) before and
(b) after normalization, showing ranks within the axis
and within each embedding, colored by the norms of
the embeddings.

(a) Before Normalization (b) After Normalization

Figure 15: Scatterplots for the 100th and 200th axes of
the PCA-transformed BERT embeddings, (a) before and
(b) after normalization, showing ranks within the axis
and within each embedding, colored by the norms of
the embeddings.

ding before and after normalization. Even for the
dynamic BERT embeddings, the results are similar
to the static GloVe embeddings in Figs. 12 and 13.

A.2.2 Comparison of ICA and PCA
The experiments in Section 5 were also performed
on the BERT embeddings. Fig. 11a shows a plot
of the component values for each axis, sorted in
descending order and averaged. Fig. 11b shows a
plot of the component values for each embedding,
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Axis Top1 Top2 Top3 Top4 Top5 Top6 Top7 Top8 Top9 Top10 Meaning

N
or

m
al

iz
ed

IC
A 53 salts solvents chlorine hydrogen inorganic ammonia chloride flammable sulfide sulfur [chemistry]

68 proteins protein genes gene mrna receptor transcription activation p53 rna [biology]
141 spacecraft astronauts orbit nasa astronaut orbiter space orbiting mars atlantis [space]
194 light ultraviolet infrared sunlight uv shadows bright illumination glow illuminate [spectrum]
197 virus h5n1 influenza flu contagious outbreak swine avian viruses pandemic [virology]

N
or

m
al

iz
ed

PC
A 80 zhongshan solar optical shyh electrics wafers nerpa selden wbut reutemann [PC80]

92 woodcuts natrun eriboll linocuts shamva cellblock hafslund g2 heidelberg venter [PC92]
152 sidebar maternal smoker customizer non-qualified sufia foundresses frosting traudl romm [PC152]
153 monogamous lifespan necessitate loyals supplementation skrall zng gietzen remnant well-meaning [PC153]
222 replication isley guaporé bobos pawhuska foss rigoberto angara laporta 200-250 [PC222]

Table 2: For the normalized ICA-transformed and PCA-transformed embeddings of ultraviolet in Fig. 2, the axes of
the top 5 component values are focused on, and their top 10 words are shown. For ICA, the meanings of the axes
are interpreted from these listed words and labeled such as [chemistry]. For PCA, however, since it is difficult to
interpret the meanings of the axes, they are simply labeled such as [PC80].

Axis Top1 Top2 Top3 Top4 Top5 Top6 Top7 Top8 Top9 Top10 Meaning

61 naval_2 sea_1 marine_2 vessels_2 sea_2 sea_6 vessel_0 naval_1 ships_1 ship_2 [sea]
207 australian_1 australian_2 new_1 wales_0 australia_0 sydney_1 south_0 queensland_0 sydney_0 australia_3 [australia]
250 neighborhood_3 street_12 drag_0 of_209 central_7 district_12 street_29 street_8 heart_5 in_680 [district]
303 curb_2 prevent_0 avoid_0 reduce_12 reducing_1 ##d_39 reduce_3 control_2 prevent_7 prevent_10 [control]
338 makes_2 allowed_7 forcing_1 bring_11 triggered_1 lead_2 illustrated_0 make_65 triggered_2 force_8 [causative verbs]
344 the_1179 the_1976 of_1927 were_41 were_89 the_1593 also_64 the_1180 been_154 been_81 [numbers]
354 agency_17 agency_1 strategy_2 company_59 country_7 group_41 law_7 charity_1 company_13 pact_0 [orgnization]
521 bail_2 bail_8 pay_23 walk_0 ##avi_1 roll_0 walk_5 cop_1 go_28 turn_5 [action]
558 ground_10 side_2 front_10 side_18 corner_2 scene_3 sides_6 trail_0 hand_8 hand_19 [location]
572 more_167 a_244 ##some_0 with_434 and_1493 good_38 and_246 with_318 more_148 the_2200 [linking words]

Table 3: For the normalized ICA-transformed embeddings of shore_0, shore_1, and shore_2 in Fig. 6, the axes of
the top 4 component values for each embedding are focused. The number of axes is 10, excluding duplicates, and
the top 10 words of the axes are shown.

shore_0 Last month , the two companies sliced their dividends and sold billions of dollars of special stock to raise capital and shore up their finances .

shore_1 Working for a Sydney newspaper , my daughter covered a dreadful 1994 fire where , on one of the suburban streets of Sydney ’s North Shore ,
the fire jumped the road and , for some terrifying seconds , took all the oxygen with it .

shore_2 Coastguards from Clevedon and Weston searched the shore while two lifeboats and two helicopters were also involved .

Table 4: Sentences for shore_0, shore_1, and shore_2 in Fig. 6. Note that shore_0 is a verb, while shore_1 and
shore_2 are nouns.

sorted in descending order and averaged. The dy-
namic BERT embeddings also show similar results
to the static GloVe embeddings shown in Fig. 4.

B Details of examples that illustrate our
interpretation of cosine similarity

For the normalized ICA-transformed and PCA-
transformed embeddings of ultraviolet in Fig. 2,
Table 2 shows the top 10 words for the axes of
the top 5 component values. The semantic inter-
pretations of the axes are also provided for ICA-
transformed embeddings, but such interpretations
are challenging for PCA-transformed embeddings.

Based on Table 2, Fig. 5 illustrates our interpre-
tation of cosine similarity using the top word of
each axis: salts, proteins, spacecraft, light, and
virus. The cosine similarities are decomposed into
component-wise similarities, thus providing seman-

tic interpretations of the similarities.
The observed and theoretical distributions of the

cosine similarities are exhibited in Fig. 16. The
histogram and the theoretical curve of the prob-
ability density function clearly suggest that the
distribution theory in Appendix C.1 is strongly
supported and that the cosine similarities are nor-
mally distributed with mean zero and variance 1/d.
However, when embeddings are centered but not
whitened, which violates the assumption in Ap-
pendix C.1, the variance should tend to be larger
than 1/d. In such a case, the inverse of the variance
would provide an effective dimensionality of the
embeddings.

The observed and theoretical distributions of the
components and the component-wise products are
exhibited in Figs. 17 and 18. The histograms and
the theoretical curves of the probability density
functions clearly suggest that the distribution the-
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Figure 16: For 10,000 randomly sampled pairs of ICA-
transformed embeddings S, S′ ∈ Rd, the histogram
of the cosine similarity cos(S, S′) is displayed. Since
cosine similarities are invariant under the orthogonal
transformation, exactly the same plot is also obtained
from PCA-transformed embeddings. The theoretical
probability density of (12) is almost identical to the
observed histogram. The theory in Appendix C is also
supported by the inverse of the variance, 309.663 ≈ d
for d = 300. The observed cosine similarities in Fig. 5
are also indicated as vertical lines.

ory in Appendices C.2 and C.3 is strongly sup-
ported. The components are normally distributed
with mean zero and variance 1/d, and the probabil-
ity density function of the component-wise prod-
ucts is expressed by the modified Bessel function,
where the mean is zero and the variance is 1/d2.
Interestingly, while the theory was originally pro-
vided for ICA-transformed embeddings, the exper-
iments suggest that the theory also applies to the
PCA-transformed embeddings.

In Figs. 16, 17, and 18, the observed values,
indicated as vertical lines, are compared to their
respective distributions to identify the significance
of the values. By multiplying the values by the
inverse of the standard deviations, these values can
be easily interpreted. Thus,

√
d cos(S, S′),

√
dŜi,

and dŜiŜ
′
i may be used for numerical comparisons.

C Distribution of cosine similarity,
component values and their products

C.1 Cosine similarity

Let us consider two random vectors X =
(X1, . . . , Xd), Y = (Y1, . . . , Yd) ∈ Rd with el-
ements of mean zero E(Xℓ) = E(Yℓ) = 0 and
variance one E(X2

ℓ ) = E(Y 2
ℓ ) = 1. We assume

that the elements X1, . . . , Xd and Y1, . . . , Yd are
independent. Then, for sufficiently large d, the co-

sine similarity cos(X,Y ) asymptotically follows
N (0, 1/d), the normal distribution with mean 0
and variance 1/d,

cos(X,Y ) ∼ N (0, 1/d). (12)

This is easily shown as follows; a more general
argument can be found in Appendix C of Yam-
agiwa et al. (2024). First note that E(XℓYℓ) =
E(Xℓ)E(Yℓ) = 0, E(X2

ℓ Y
2
ℓ ) = E(X2

ℓ )E(Y 2
ℓ ) =

1. Thus the inner product, if scaled by dimension,
d−1/2⟨X,Y ⟩ = d−1/2

∑d
ℓ=1XℓYℓ has mean zero

and variance one. Thus, according to the central
limit theorem,

d−1/2⟨X,Y ⟩ ∼ N (0, 1) (13)

for sufficiently large d. It also follows from the law
of large numbers that d−1∥X∥2 = d−1

∑d
ℓ=1X

2
ℓ

converges in probability to E(X2
ℓ ) = 1, and simi-

larly d−1∥Y ∥2 → 1 in probability. Therefore,

√
d cos(X,Y ) =

d−1/2⟨X,Y ⟩√
d−1∥X∥2

√
d−1∥Y ∥2

converges to (13), thereby concluding (12).

C.2 Component values
Let S = (S1, . . . , Sd) ∈ Rd be a random vec-
tor representing ICA-transformed embeddings, and
let ei = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ Rd be the one-
hot vector with a one at the i-th element. Then,
Ŝi = cos(S, ei) represents the i-th component of
the normalized ICA-transformed embeddings. Al-
though ei is not a random vector, formally letting
X = S and Y = ei in (12) gives

Ŝi ∼ N (0, 1/d) (14)

for sufficiently large d. Considering S and ei in
the original coordinate system before the ICA-
transformation, they can be regarded as almost
random, which suggests that the formal argument
above is valid.

C.3 Product of two component values
Let Ŝ = (Ŝ1, . . . , Ŝd), Ŝ

′ = (Ŝ′
1, . . . , Ŝ

′
d) ∈ Rd

be two independent random vectors representing
normalized ICA-transformed embeddings. We con-
sider Zi = ŜiŜ

′
i, the i-th element of the component-

wise product of Ŝ and Ŝ′. Then, for sufficiently
large d, the probability density function of Zi is

Zi ∼ (d/π)K0(d|Zi|), (15)
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(a) Components (b) Component-wise products (c) Component-wise products (magnified)

Figure 17: For 10,000 randomly sampled pairs of normalized ICA-transformed embeddings Ŝ, Ŝ′ ∈ Rd, (a) the
histogram of the components Ŝi and (b, c) the histograms of the products of the components ŜiŜ

′
i are displayed.

The theoretical probability density of (14) for the components and that of (15) for the component-wise products are
almost identical to their observed histograms. The theory in Appendix C is also supported by the inverse of the
variance, 300.005 ≈ d in (a) and 89,917.992 ≈ d2 in (b, c) for d = 300. The observed component values in Fig. 2
are also indicated as vertical lines.

(a) Components (b) Component-wise products (c) Component-wise products (magnified)

Figure 18: The plots for the normalized PCA-transformed embeddings are displayed in the same manner as in
Fig. 17. The inverse of the variance is 300.000 ≈ d in (a) and 90,108.283 ≈ d2 in (b, c) for d = 300.

where K0(·) is the modified Bessel function of
the second kind of order zero. This result fol-
lows directly from Theorem 2.1 of Nadarajah and
Pogány (2016), assuming that Ŝi and Ŝ′

i are in-
dependently distributed as N (0, 1/d). The mean
of Zi is E(Zi) = E(ŜiŜ

′
i) = E(Ŝi)E(Ŝ′

i) = 0
and the variance of Zi is E(Z2

i ) = E(Ŝ2
i Ŝ

′2
i ) =

E(Ŝ2
i )E(Ŝ′2

i ) = 1/d2.

D Details of examples of
ICA-transformed BERT embeddings

In Section 7.1, Fig. 6 showed the semantic compo-
nents of the normalized ICA-transformed embed-
dings of shore_0, shore_1, and shore_2 using the
embeddings published by Yamagiwa et al. (2023)4.
For each shore, the axes of the top 4 component
values, excluding duplicates, were selected, and
the top 10 words of these 10 axes are shown in
Table 3. Similar to the ICA-transformed GloVe em-

4https://github.com/shimo-lab/
Universal-Geometry-with-ICA

beddings, the axes of the ICA-transformed BERT
embeddings are also interpretable. Additionally,
the sentences containing these tokens are shown in
Table 4. While shore_0 is a verb, both shore_1 and
shore_2 are nouns. Comparing the nouns shore_1
and shore_2, we find that since shore_1 is specif-
ically part of Sydney’s North Shore, the normal-
ized ICA-transformed embedding of shore_1 in
Fig. 6 has a large semantic component of [aus-
tralia]. This result also shows that the BERT em-
beddings are well contextualized.

E Examples of ICA-transformed
embeddings in multiple languages

Yamagiwa et al. (2023) showed that common se-
mantic axes exist between ICA-transformed em-
beddings of different languages, and matched these
axes by their correlations. They used the fast-
Text (Bojanowski et al., 2017) embeddings for their
experiments, and their ICA-transformed and PCA-
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Figure 19: For boat and its translations, the normalized ICA-transformed embeddings are shown as bar graphs.
These axes are aligned by the correlation coefficients between English and the other languages. The axes of the top
5 component values in English are highlighted with their meanings. The component values of these axes are shown
in each language. See Table 5 for the top 10 words of these axes.
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(c) Russian
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(d) Arabic
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(e) Hindi
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(f) Chinese
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Figure 20: For boat and its translations, the normalized PCA-transformed embeddings are shown as bar graphs.
These axes are aligned by the correlation coefficients between English and the other languages. The axes of the top
5 component values in English are highlighted with their meanings. The component values of these axes are shown
in each language. See Table 5 for the top 10 words of these axes.
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Axis Top1 Top2 Top3 Top4 Top5 Top6 Top7 Top8 Top9 Top10 Meaning
N

or
m

al
iz

ed
IC

A 2 boat sailing sail ship boats sea ships 海 open-sea ocean [ship-and-sea]
17 car. car bmw 4-door car– v-6 2-dr u.s.-market car–and 2-door [cars]
36 water rivers reservoir water–the river-water water. water– black-water basin de-water [water]
129 12-man five-man five-person six-member seven-man 14-member 12-person seven-person 12-member three-person [multiple people]
131 race races racing race. racer race.- .race rider laps race-like [races]

N
or

m
al

iz
ed

PC
A 69 bit-field torn out-of-round unused final- 3-space bad.2. cup too-large .language [Aligned Axis69]

85 2-the name-called accusations t-head down.1. 1-the relata attacked flew two-place [Aligned Axis85]
96 government-run trading state-run military-run kids-only trade floating e-a sirven trade. [Aligned Axis96]
99 white-red-white -green white-blue red-green white-red .hair color ’k voz poles [Aligned Axis99]
142 business-process source-to-pay time-to-market menudo s-u 5-6-11 pulse cost news- time-to-value [Aligned Axis142]

Table 5: For the normalized ICA and PCA transformed embeddings of boat in Figs 19 and 20, the axes of the top
5 component values are focused and their top 10 words are shown. For PCA, since it is difficult to interpret the
meanings of the axes, they are simply labeled such as [Aligned Axis69]. Similar to GloVe, the meanings of the axes
of the ICA-transformed fastText embeddings are interpretable.
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Figure 21: Bar graphs of the normalized ICA-transformed embeddings of woman, girl, and man, showing each
component value of [female].

transformed embeddings are published5.
As an example, we analyzed the embedding

of boat and compared it with those of its trans-
lations in Spanish, Russian, Arabic, Hindi, Chi-
nese, and Japanese6. Figs. 19 and 20 show the
bar graphs of the normalized ICA-transformed and
PCA-transformed embeddings, respectively, for
these languages. Table 5 shows the top 10 words
of the axes of the top 5 component values in each
embedding of boat7. These results show that while
the semantic component of [ship-and-sea] is the
largest for all normalized ICA-transformed embed-
dings in Fig. 19, there is no such semantic compo-
nent for the normalized PCA-transformed embed-
dings in Fig. 20.

F Details of examples for the ablation of
the semantic component of [female]

In section, Fig. 9 showed scatterplots of normalized
ICA-transformed embeddings for woman and girl,
and woman and girl. Fig. 21 shows bar graphs
of these embeddings. The graphs for woman and

5https://github.com/shimo-lab/
Universal-Geometry-with-ICA

6We chose boat as the example word, which is the top
word of the second most correlated axis. Note that while the
meaning of the most correlated axis is [first name], first names
such as mike are the same across languages such as Spanish.

7“海” in the top words of the second axis of the normalized
ICA-transformed embeddings is the Chinese character for sea.

girl are similar in shape. On the other hand, the
graphs for woman and man show differences in the
semantic component of [female], although other
parts are broadly similar.

G Details of the downstream tasks used to
examine the sparsity in Section 7.2

We performed analogy and word similarity tasks
following the settings of Yamagiwa et al. (2024).
We explain the details of the tasks using the ICA-
transformed embeddings, and apply the same pro-
cedure to the PCA-transformed embeddings. We
define JdK := {1, . . . , d} and let p (≤ d) be the
number of non-zero product components.

G.1 Word similarity tasks

G.1.1 Setting
We used several datasets, including MEN (Bruni
et al., 2014), MTurk (Radinsky et al., 2011),
RG65 (Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965),
RW (Luong et al., 2013), SimLex999 (Hill et al.,
2015), WS353 (Finkelstein et al., 2002), WS353R
(WS353 Relatedness), and WS353S (WS353 Sim-
ilarity). In these tasks, we compute the cosine
similarity cos (wi, wj) between words wi and wj

and compare it with human-rated similarity scores.
Spearman’s rank correlation is used as the evalua-
tion metric.
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p = 1 p = 5 p = 10 p = 50 p = 100 p = 300

Tasks PCA ICA PCA ICA PCA ICA PCA ICA PCA ICA PCA ICA

Similarity

MEN 0.11 0.45 0.31 0.59 0.45 0.63 0.69 0.72 0.73 0.74 0.75 0.75
WS353 -0.02 0.19 0.12 0.45 0.25 0.49 0.49 0.55 0.54 0.56 0.57 0.57
WS353R 0.04 0.16 0.15 0.44 0.22 0.46 0.43 0.49 0.48 0.49 0.51 0.51
WS353S 0.01 0.31 0.17 0.56 0.34 0.60 0.62 0.67 0.66 0.70 0.69 0.69
SimLex999 0.00 0.10 0.11 0.21 0.19 0.25 0.35 0.35 0.38 0.37 0.40 0.40
RW 0.08 0.13 0.15 0.20 0.18 0.22 0.27 0.30 0.30 0.32 0.34 0.34
RG65 0.42 0.42 0.53 0.57 0.61 0.64 0.71 0.76 0.74 0.79 0.78 0.78
MTurk 0.22 0.42 0.36 0.58 0.49 0.61 0.64 0.65 0.66 0.66 0.64 0.64

Average 0.11 0.27 0.24 0.45 0.34 0.49 0.53 0.56 0.56 0.58 0.59 0.59

Analogy

capital-common-countries 0.00 0.22 0.01 0.51 0.24 0.62 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.95 0.95
capital-world 0.01 0.05 0.04 0.15 0.21 0.29 0.91 0.90 0.95 0.93 0.95 0.95
city-in-state 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.05 0.21 0.49 0.55 0.59 0.60 0.67 0.67
currency 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.06 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.12
family 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.24 0.14 0.36 0.74 0.74 0.84 0.84 0.88 0.88
gram1-adjective-to-adverb 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.16 0.16 0.19 0.20 0.21 0.21
gram2-opposite 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.18 0.18 0.24 0.23 0.26 0.26
gram3-comparative 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.19 0.17 0.42 0.79 0.82 0.84 0.86 0.88 0.88
gram4-superlative 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.15 0.14 0.28 0.57 0.63 0.66 0.69 0.69 0.69
gram5-present-participle 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.15 0.07 0.36 0.64 0.68 0.69 0.70 0.69 0.69
gram6-nationality-adjective 0.01 0.22 0.14 0.37 0.52 0.49 0.91 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.93
gram7-past-tense 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.09 0.09 0.21 0.50 0.52 0.56 0.57 0.60 0.60
gram8-plural 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.15 0.13 0.27 0.70 0.69 0.75 0.74 0.76 0.76
gram9-plural-verbs 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.20 0.12 0.37 0.48 0.57 0.57 0.60 0.58 0.58
jj_jjr 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.13 0.14 0.29 0.53 0.56 0.60 0.63 0.66 0.66
jj_jjs 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.11 0.10 0.22 0.41 0.49 0.49 0.54 0.51 0.51
jjr_jj 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.10 0.45 0.46 0.53 0.54 0.54 0.54
jjr_jjs 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.08 0.09 0.20 0.38 0.49 0.49 0.56 0.55 0.55
jjs_jj 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.05 0.05 0.10 0.36 0.36 0.43 0.44 0.48 0.48
jjs_jjr 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.14 0.09 0.29 0.55 0.59 0.60 0.63 0.63 0.63
nn_nnpos 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.13 0.06 0.22 0.35 0.35 0.39 0.39 0.42 0.42
nn_nns 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.24 0.10 0.39 0.62 0.63 0.69 0.68 0.74 0.74
nnpos_nn 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.21 0.05 0.29 0.41 0.41 0.43 0.42 0.45 0.45
nns_nn 0.00 0.06 0.01 0.24 0.11 0.36 0.56 0.55 0.61 0.59 0.64 0.64
vb_vbd 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.13 0.23 0.55 0.53 0.56 0.54 0.58 0.58
vb_vbz 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.16 0.11 0.34 0.66 0.72 0.74 0.76 0.76 0.76
vbd_vb 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.09 0.08 0.27 0.60 0.64 0.66 0.67 0.69 0.69
vbd_vbz 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.11 0.10 0.29 0.56 0.60 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63
vbz_vb 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.09 0.15 0.27 0.77 0.75 0.80 0.79 0.82 0.82
vbz_vbd 0.01 0.00 0.04 0.05 0.14 0.14 0.57 0.51 0.59 0.56 0.55 0.55

Average 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.14 0.12 0.26 0.55 0.57 0.60 0.61 0.63 0.63

Table 6: The performance of ICA-transformed and PCA-transformed embeddings when reducing the number of
non-zero normalized component-wise products to p and then computing cosine similarity. The values in the table
correspond to Top 1 accuracy for analogy tasks and Spearman’s rank correlation for word similarity tasks.

G.1.2 Details of p non-zero products
We explain the top p component-wise products
used for the similarity tasks.

As seen in (6), since the cosine similarity be-
tween words wi and wj is expressed as the sum
of the component-wise products, we consider the
index set of the top p component-wise products:

Topp := argmax
ℓ∈JdK

p ŝ
(ℓ)
i ŝ

(ℓ)
j . (16)

If p = d, then Topp = JdK.

Then, based on the cosine similarity expression
in (6), we express the top p component-wise prod-
ucts as ∑

ℓ∈Topp

ŝ
(ℓ)
i ŝ

(ℓ)
j . (17)

G.2 Analogy tasks
G.2.1 Setting
We used the Google Analogy Test Set (Mikolov
et al., 2013a), which consists of 14 types of analogy
tasks, and the Microsoft Research Syntactic Analo-
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(a) p = 1 (b) p = 10 (c) p = 100

Figure 22: Comparison of the scatterplots for the sum of the top p component-wise products and the cosine similarity
for the normalized ICA-transformed and PCA-transformed embeddings at (a) p = 1, (b) 10, and (c) 100. We used
word pairs from the word similarity tasks. For p = 1, 10, and 100, the correlation coefficients for ICA were 0.619,
0.876, and 0.979, respectively, while for PCA they were 0.432, 0.761, and 0.982. See Fig. 23 for the correlation
coefficients for other values of p.
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Figure 23: Comparison of correlation coefficients be-
tween the sum of the top p component-wise prod-
ucts and the cosine similarity for normalized ICA-
transformed and PCA-transformed embeddings. We
used word pairs from the word similarity tasks.

gies Dataset (Mikolov et al., 2013d), which consists
of 16 types. In these tasks, if w1 corresponds to w2,
then we predict w4 to which w3 corresponds. To
do this, the vector s2 − s1 + s3 is computed, and
if the index of the closest word embedding to the
vector in terms of cosine similarity,

argmax
i∈JnK

cos (si2 − si1 + si3 , si), (18)

is i4, then it is considered correct (top 1 accuracy).

G.2.2 Details of p non-zero products

We explain the top p component-wise products
used for the analogy tasks.

Based on Appendix G.2.1, we define si1,i2,i3 :=

si2 − si1 + si3 and normalize it as

ŝi1,i2,i3 :=
si1,i2,i3
∥si1,i2,i3∥

=
(
ŝ
(ℓ)
i1,i2,i3

)d

ℓ=1
∈ Rd.

(19)

Then, following the cosine similarity expression in
(6), (18) can be rewritten as

argmax
i∈JnK

d∑
ℓ=1

ŝ
(ℓ)
i1,i2,i3

ŝ
(ℓ)
i . (20)

Based on (20), we consider the index set of top
p component-wise products for each word wi:

Topip := argmax
ℓ∈JdK

p ŝ
(ℓ)
i1,i2,i3

ŝ
(ℓ)
i (21)

If p = d, then Topip = JdK.
Then, following the expression in (20), we use

the top p component-wise products and predict the
index of the answer word as follows:

argmax
i∈JnK

∑
ℓ∈Topip

ŝ
(ℓ)
i1,i2,i3

ŝ
(ℓ)
i . (22)

G.3 Results
Table 6 shows the results for the tasks with p = 1,
5, 10, 50, 100, and 300. The performance of the
ICA-transformed embeddings is better than that
of the PCA-transformed embeddings. As seen in
Fig. 7, the difference in performance between ICA
and PCA is larger for the word similarity tasks than
for the analogy tasks. This is probably because in
the word similarity tasks, the semantic components
are used directly, as shown in (17). On the other
hand, in the analogy tasks, the component values of
the normalized vector ŝi1,i2,i3 are used, as shown
in (22).
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G.4 Relation between the sum of the top p
products and cosine similarity

As seen in Appendix G.1, in the word similarity
tasks, we compared performance using the sum
of the top p component-wise products for the nor-
malized ICA-transformed and PCA-transformed
embeddings. In this section, we examine the re-
lation between this sum and the original cosine
similarity.

Figure 22 shows the comparison of the scat-
terplots for the sum and the cosine similarity
for the normalized ICA-transformed and PCA-
transformed embeddings. For smaller values of
p, such as p = 1 or p = 10, the correlation of the
scatterplots is stronger for ICA than for PCA. At
p = 100, the scatterplot shows strong correlations
for both ICA and PCA.

Figure 23 compares the correlation coefficients
at different values of p for these normalized em-
beddings. As seen in Fig. 22, the correlation coeffi-
cients for ICA are stronger than those for PCA at
smaller values of p. As p increases, the correlation
coefficients for both ICA and PCA increase and the
difference between them decreases. These results
indicate the favorable sparsity of the component-
wise products of the normalized ICA-transformed
embeddings.
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